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Python

My first Task of the summer

Started with writing programs to execute permutations

Then wrote a program to execute sequences such as
pascal’s triangle or stirling numbers.

Then a program to show disjoint cycle breakdown of a
permutation.
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VPython

Because of the visual nature of my research I needed to
learn vpython.

I began by just programming random programs that would

use loops to make certain shapes.

Then I started to work on a program to represent a
square’s symmetry set.

I used vpython to show a square and allow a user to
manipulate that square
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Symmetry set for a Square

Programed in Python

First thought about the ways to manipulate a square

Rotation

Reflection

Figured my symmetry set of 8

4 preserving orientation, 4 through reflection.

i, r, rr, rrr, a, d, x, y
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Symmetry set for a Square cont.
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Symmetry set for a Cube

Began to think about the symmetry set of a cube

Rotation around a 1 Dimensional axis

Reflection Through a 2 dimensional plane

Rotation can be displayed by rotating around an axis

reflection cannot be displayed

24 symmetries without reflection

24 symmetries with the reflected cube
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Symmetry set for a Cube
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Inversive Geometry

I decided to research more types of geometry that can
help me better understand dimensions

Inversive Geometry is a type of transformation in the
Euclidian plane

Preserves angles

Can be thought of in 2 dimensions as reflecting into a
circle, or if you enter the third dimension it can be
thought of as being the imange printed on a sphere and
turning that sphere upside down
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Inversive Geometry Cont.

OP ′xOP = r 2
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Inversive Geometry Examples
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Inversive Geometry Examples
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Questions

Any questions?
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